
  

 

Abstract—Web services are client and server applications 

that communicate over hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) of 

the world wide web’s (WWW).Web services are built around 

the Web browser standards and can be used by any browser on 

any platform. However, web browsers themselves lack the 

ability to analyst and process web data offline as users need. In 

order to perform data analysis, users have to output data from 

web sites in CSV or XML format, and have spreadsheet 

software (such as Microsoft Excel, etc.) imported the data. This 

inconvenient and time-consuming task is a bottle neck in 

analyzing data of web applications. The objective of this paperis 

to present a methodology that employs Excel as a toolfor web 

serviceintegration and offline data processing. Furthermore, 

this paper presents the technical feature comparison between 

webbrowsers and Excel in aspect of web application client. 

Based on this methodology, we have developed an Excel-based 

online accommodation search program thatintegrates web 

services of Google Map and Rakuten Travel which is the biggest 

accommodation booking web site of Japan. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Web services are client and server applications that 

communicate over hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) of the 

world wide web’s (WWW). Web services are popular due to 

the ubiquity of web browsers, and the convenience of using a 

web browser as a client, sometimes called a thin client. The 

ability to update and maintain web applications without 

distributing and installing software on potentially thousands 

of client computers is a key reason for their popularity, as is 

the inherent support for cross-platform compatibility. Web 

applications commonly use a combination of server-side 

script (such as ASP, PHP, etc.) and client-side script (HTML, 

JavaScript, etc.) to develop the application. The client-side 

script deals with the presentation of the information while the 

server-side script deals with all the hard stuff like storing and 

retrieving the information. Recently governments and public 

administrations started to publish large amounts of structured 

data on the web, mostly in the form of tabular data [1]. 

However, thin clients themselves lack the ability to analyst 

and process web data offline as users need. In order to 

perform data analysis, users have to copy the data from the 

web pages and paste it to worksheet cell. This inconvenient 

and time-consuming task is a bottle neck in analyzing data of 

web applications. 
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Some work has been contributed to solve this problem. 

SPREANS [2] is a spreadsheet that edits XML data and 

includes browser functionality for web service access. The 

use of SPREANS as a browser replaces the main uses of 

client-side scripting (such as calculation and constraint 

framework for the service federation of web resources. It 

provides users an end-user supporting tool for composing 

web applications, web services and local functional resources 

without writing any program code.However, the main 

drawback of these tools is that theylack programming feature 

that automates sequential and continuous processing of data 

from web services.This drawback severely limits the scope of 

web applications of the tools. 

Excel [4] is powerful spreadsheet software that isused to 

manipulate, analyze, and present data. Excel has Visual Basic 

for Applications (VBA) [5], a programming language that 

gives users the ability to perform a mundane, repetitive 

taskautomatically, or to perform some task that the user 

interface does not seem to address. Furthermore, Excel 

provides necessary libraries that can be used by developers to 

connect Excel with external data such as webs, databases, 

text files, etc. Therefore, Excel is a feasible tool for 

integrating data of web services. 

The objective of this paper is to present a methodology that 

employs Excel as a toolfor developing programs that 

integrateweb services’ data and process the data offline. 

Furthermore, technical feature comparison between 

webbrowsers and Excel clientin an aspect of web application 

clientis presented. Based on thismethodology, we have 

developed an Excel-based online accommodation search 

 

II. EMPLOYING EXCEL AS A WEB APPLICATION CLIENT 

The benefits of employing Excel as a webapplication client 

are summarized as follows. 

1) Excel can be connected to external data such as a web 

page, a database, an XML [6] file, a text file, or in one of 

many other places. By employing external data source 

connectivity and VBA, Excel can become a thick 

webapplication client. Excel contains powerful 

XML-based functionality [7], including web service 

data exchange. For example, using the above features of 

Excel, developers can create a variety of solutions that 

help users increase their productivity on Yahoo! Japan. 

Web services offered by Yahoo! Japan allow users to 

use Excel to manage dynamic listing data, such as 

pricing and bids, and update this data automatically as 
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changes occur.  

2) VBA can be used to develop event-driven applications 

where a user action or system event runs an event 

procedure. Thus, the order in which VBA code is run 

depends on the order in which events occur; the order in 

which events occur is determined by the user's actions. 

This is the essence of graphical user interfaces and 

event-driven programming: The user is in charge, and 

VBA code responds accordingly. In a traditional 

procedural program (such as C, Java, etc.), the 

application rather than an event controls the portions of 

code that are run. It begins with the first line of code and 

follows a defined pathway through the application, 

calling procedures as needed. 

3) Developing complex logic in Excel is much more 

efficient than hand coding in a software language such 

as C, Java, etc. By using built-in or intrinsic functions of 

Excel, developers can create calculations and data 

transformation routines in an Excel worksheet (sheet, 

for shot) in a fraction of the time that it takes to do the 

same in code of other software language. Beginning 

developers can be effective at coding logic that might 

otherwise require a very skilled resource. 
 

 

 

To understand the web application architecture that makes 

web service systems extensibility, methodology of 

developing and integratingweb applications is presented. 

Web services standards [8] are closely linked to the 

conventional way of structuring web applications as 3-tier 

architectures [9]. The design goal of 3-tier architectures (see 

Fig. 1) is to separate an application’s logic into three separate 

tiers: a database system that stores persistent data as the 

lowest tier; an application server that contains most of the 

application logic as the middle-tier; and the client that 

contains some client-specific application logic and 

presentation as the top tier. 

Consider the main component of Excel connecting to 

application servers shown in Fig. 1. In order to allow VBA 

program to access web services, developers have to include 

Microsoft internet control library and Microsoft XML library 

into VBA program. They also have to include necessary 

office libraries into VBA program in order to process 

retrieved web data and store it to client side’s data source. 

Excel VBA sends HTTP request with parameters specifying 

of web service API and its data for executing web service. 

Note that web service APIs are provides by web sites. The 

output of the HTTP request is send back to the VBA program 

in HTML or XML format. Users can process the output data 

by manual operation or VBA program. 
 

TABLE I: TECHNICAL FEATURE COMPARISON BETWEEN WEB BROWSERS 

AND EXCEL-BASED CLIENTS 

 
 

Technical feature comparison between traditional 

webbrowsers and Excel in aspect of webapplication client is 

shown in Table I. For web applications which users need to 

input large amount of data to servers, using Excel-based 

clients can increase productivity better than using traditional 

HTML forms because users can validate the data save the 

data file offline. Since client computers only communicate 

with the application servers when users send the data from 

Excel to the server, overhead cost of network communication 

is much lesser than that of webbrowsers. 
 

 
Fig. 2. System architecture. 

 

III. EXCEL AS A TOOL FOR INTEGRATING SEARCH 

FUNCTIONS OF ACCOMMODATION BOOKING WEB SITE AND 

GOOGLE MAP 

A. Background and Problem Definition 

Online accommodation reservation is a popular method for 

booking hotel rooms. Travelers can book rooms on a 

computer by using online security to protect their privacy and 

financial information and by using several online travel 

agents to compare prices and facilities at different hotels. 

Currently, Rakuten Travel is the biggest accommodation 

booking web site of Japan. Rakuten Travel allows users to 

search and book accommodations via web browser.  

As result of investigation, wefound that Rakuten Travel 
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Fig. 1. Three tiers ofa webapplication that employs Excel as a web client.



  

web site lacks accommodation search by destination. This 

search function allows users finding out accommodations 

nearby the place of destination (such as the place where users 

want to go for sightseeing, etc.). Currently, users have to 

define search conditions such as check-in and check-out 

dates, etc. Next they have to define the location of 

accommodations by clicking prefecture link and city link, 

respectively. The search system will output a list and 

information of the accommodations which are inside the 

selected city and meet the search condition defined by users. 

Users can use map function of Rakuten Travel to show the 

locations of accommodations. However, the map function 

cannot show the distance from the accommodations to the 

place of destination. If they want to investigate the distance, 

they have to use navigation function of Google Map. Users 

have to repeat this time-consuming investigation operation 

until they find the accommodation which meets their need. 

B. Solution 

Our goal is to develop “accommodation search system” 

that allows users to search Rakuten Travel’s accommodations 

by the place of destination. In order to achieve the goal under 

low development cost, we decide to develop the program by 

using Excel as a webapplication client. We use Rakuten 

Travel APIs [11] to access accommodation database of 

Rakuten Travel. We use Google Map via Google Maps 

JavaScript API [12] to display the accommodations which 

are near the place of destination on the map. Here, a user 

denotes one who uses this search system to find Rakuten 

Travel’s accommodations. The system provides the 

following three new search methods. 

 Accommodation search by the place of destination. 

Users enter place name (such as Tokyo Sky Tree, 

Asakusa Shrine, Osaka Castle, etc.) and the upper limit 

distance in kilometer from the place of destination to 

accommodations as search condition. 

 Accommodation search by prefectures (such as 

Tokyo-to, Hokkai-do, Osaka-fu, Kyoto-fu and 

remaining prefectures). 

The program will search the accommodations which are 

in the specified prefecture and also match with refined 

search condition. 

 Accommodation search by keywords that appear in the 

accommodations’ homepage of Rakuten Travel. 

For example, users enter “globefish” as a keyword to 

search the accommodations that provide globefish dish. 

C. System Drchitecture of the Proposed Search System 

The architecture of the system is shown in Fig. 2. 

Excel-based search program calls application program 

interfaces (APIs) of Rakuten Travel and Google Map to 

communicate Rakuten Travel server and Google Map server, 

respectively. The servers send data (such as search results, 

etc.) in XML format. The process outline of the system is 

explained as follow. 

1) The user enters a search query at Excel sheet of the 

program. 

2) Excel VBA generates a URL request based on user’s 

search query. 

3) The program connects to the servers by the URL request 

of (2). 

4) The servers return accommodation information that is 

satisfied by user’s search query. Note that the 

accommodation information is represented in XML 

format. 

5) The program outputs the received accommodation 

information (see Table II) into search result sheet.  

6) Based on latitudes and longitudes of the 

accommodations, the program generates a HTML page 

requesting map information and uploads it to user’s web 

server.  

7) User’s web server sends a URL request based on the 

HTML page of (6) to Google Map server. 

8) Google Map server returns map information which 

contains map markers of the accommodations to user’s 

web server. 

9) The program receives the HTML page containing 

Google Map and accommodation markers and then 

displays it on the web browser form of the program. 
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Fig. 3. An example of a screen shot showing menu sheet.

D. Search Procedure

Users can conduct a search by entering search condition at 

Menu sheet or re-entering search condition at [Search Result 

sheet]. This section introduces search procedure at Menu 

sheet.

1) Pressing▼ button to display the list of search methods

and select one of the following search methods: 

accommodation search by keywords, accommodation 



  

search by prefecture, accommodation search by the 

place of destination. 

2) Enter refined search options (such as, check-in date, 

check-out date, etc.), and then press the search button. 

Fig. 3 depicts a screen shot of [Menu Sheet] showing the 

search condition that finds accommodations which are 

not far from Tokyo station more than 1 kilometer and 

upper limit room charge/day is not greater than 20,000 

yen. 

3) Click [Search button]. 

4) The program automatically outputs the search result 

into [Search Result Sheet]. Fig. 4 depicts a screen shot 

showing the result of the search condition shown in Fig. 

3. This sheet has a table storing a list of 

accommodations that meet the search condition. Each 

row of the table stores the following information. 

 the sequence number, 

 accommodation name embedded with URL link of 

the homepage presenting the detail of the 

accommodation, 

 the lowest room charge, and 

 the average value of customers’ review where the 

maximum value is five. 

 

 
Fig. 4. An example of a screen shot showing [search result sheet]. 

 
TABLE II: THE ACCOMMODATION INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM 

RAKUTEN TRAVEL’S SERVERS AND GOOGLE MAP’S SERVERS 

 
 

TABLE III: COMPARISON OF SEARCH FUNCTIONS OF THIS SYSTEM WITH 

THOSE OF OTHER ACCOMMODATION BOOKING WEB SITE 

 

 

As the result of accommodation search by the place of 

destination, the program displays Google Map window 

showing the locations of the accommodations on the map. 

Consider Google Map windows on the right of the screen 

shot of Fig. 4. The light blue circle denotes the area whose 

center point is Tokyo Station which is the place of destination. 

The circle radius is equal to 1 kilometer which is the 

maximum distance from Tokyo Station. Map markers denote 

the locations of the accommodations. A number on each map 

marker indicates the sequence number of corresponding 

accommodation in the table. When the user moves the mouse 

cursor over a marker, the Google Map window automatically 

displays the corresponding accommodation name. Users can 

open a web browser displaying the accommodation detail by 

clicking the name of the accommodations of the table which 

they want to display. Since the search result is stored in as 

table data (see Fig. 4), users can use filter and sort functions 

of Excel to re-arrange the result in proper format. 

Comparison of search functions of this system and other 

accommodation booking sites is shown in Table III. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have presented a methodology that employs Excel as a 

toolwhich integratesweb services’ data and processesthe data 

offline. Based on this methodology, developers use VBA of 

Excel to develop the web applications which have not yet 

provided by web sites. Excel can be connected to external 

data such as a web page, a database, an XML file, a text file, 

or in one of many other places. Based on Excel’s external 
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data source connectivity and web service APIs, developers 

can develop a program that requests web services of web sites 

simultaneously and process the output data of requested web 

service offline. By using built-in or intrinsic functions of 

Excel, developers can create calculations and data 

transformation routines in an Excel worksheet in a fraction of 

the time that it takes to do the same in code of other software 

language. Based on the presented methodology, we have 

developed an Excel-based online accommodation search 

program that integrates web services of Google map and 

Rakuten Travel which is the biggest accommodation booking 

web site of Japan. The outstanding features this program are 

three new accommodation search functions (accommodation 

search by the place of destination, accommodation search by 

prefectures, and accommodation search by keyword) for 

Rakuten Travel. Since the search result is stored in as table 

data of an Excel sheet, users can use filter and sort functions 

of Excel to re-arrange the search result in proper format. 
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